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Genre: Casual
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Vrai
Release Date: 27 Jul, 2017

 a09c17d780 

Minimum:

Requires a 64-bit processor and operating system

OS: 64bit Windows 7 / 8.1 / 10

Processor: Intel Core i5

Memory: 4 GB RAM

Graphics: Nvidia GeForce GTX 960

DirectX: Version 11

Storage: 150 MB available space
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They say its a micro terror game. Actually its a heart-warming story.. Fun game, interesting mechanics on top of very creepy
atmosphere makes for quite the immersive playthrough.
For a dollar ya cant go wrong xD (eggsDee). This game is a yes all the way. It's a combination between town building, real time
strategy, RPG, micro-managing and economy managing. I've played every game of the series for over 100 hours. While 8th
Wonder of the World is technically just a small upgrade from Cultures 2 and Northland, it's definitally worth the try.

And if you feel like the game could use more maps, there is a Scenario Editor included and you can find hundreds of user made
maps on the internet. :D. It has potential, and I did like the mechanics that I managed to see. As someone who has played
Apocalypse Hotel, I can say that this game has a vastly improved interface and seems to be a much bigger world, which I'm
excited to explore.

----OUTDATED----
The problem is that the game is rather unoptimized and the low framerate has prevented me from doing much of that exploring.
I'm giving this a thumbs down for now, but if the framerate issue gets fixed I'll edit this review as necessary.

Note: While I consider this to be unlikely, I won't ignore the possibility that it is my computer causing the issue, rather than the
game. If you are reading this and are experiencing similar issues, let me know in the comments.
----OUTDATED----

NEW VERDICT: A fix has been added to the game. Pressing the 9 key will disable lighting effects, which (for me at least) has
solved the framerate issue. With that issue out of the way, the game can be played smoothly. The game itself is essentially a
revamped and improved version of Apocalypse Hotel in a fantasy setting, so if you were a fan of that, you will enjoy this.. I'm
enjoying this game!
It takes some time to get used with the controls but after that is very easy to understand the basic mechanics.
Is not a normal game, is different... You must know if is a game for you.
Don't expect a lot of things happening at same time, a lot of shots or battles. Is only you walking alone in a strange world. Well, I
found some surprises, like a more fast screen with a motorbike... I'm still playing. It's definitely my type of game.

If you are interested in old school 3D graphics, sci-fi synth music and a interesting slow pace story, go for it. :)
. This game is dead. The first two levels require a longer stroll, but in others it's all kinda fun. Don't be upset - it is possible to
get some skills and abilities in the next levels :) . I recommend it for someone who's looking for puzzle and maze game.. If
you're like me and had come here to see if it's any better than ETS2, then let me tell you straight: it's not. BUT On The Road has
the heart in the right place and given enough time in the oven it could easily become much better than its forefather.

I have only played it for a short while and would like to share my first impressions and thoughts.

- The game feels a bit like someone just took an "ETS feature wishlist" and ticked most of the boxes. It retains the core features
whilst adding larger variety of truck types and ability to get out of the cabin and walk around.
- My first impression was "wow that's ugly" and "it feels like I'm driving on ice". After few minutes spent configuring graphic
options and controls (especially steering sensitivity) , the two mentioned above were replaced by "wow, it feels like a proper
simulation". OtR in my opinion has a better driving model and much better sense of scale. It's also much more immersive.
- The UI is hopefully a placeholder. Big buttons, even bigger notifications and tooltips, simple font, everything huge and in your
face. It also didn't scale properly into 4:3 format, as the edges were cut off. English translation could be a tad better: ex. "you're
running on low fuel" and "gearbox is in rack gear".
- It does look and feel simply unfinished. I can't quite put my finger on it but the signs are there. The traffic feels "wooden", the
AI is wonky, certain places look as if they were just put there five minutes ago and not yet revisited for polishing. Etc.
Obviously this is an EA title and with enough time will hopefully be addressed. Let's be honest, OtR has a 10+ years of
development time disadvantage.

If there was something I'd really like to see implemented it would be a proper damage model (there seems to be none atm) and,
more importantly, EXHAUST SMOKE and overall dirtiness of your truck.

To summarize: it has potential to become something great but at this moment I'd say buy it only if you want to support
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development. It's stable and I very much intend to play it some more, but it needs much more time to fully shine!. This is an
adorable little game. Simple to learn but comes with some challenges too! I love the art and it just feels really smooth and easy
to control. Definitely check this out, it's not expensive and you get what you pay for and then some. I haven't played the
multiplayer but I really want to try it out.. Silly miners, you can't fly to the moon using gas and horse hair... Woops, I for got the
spoiler black bars.
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very fun and challenging. Good Linux version, works well on Kubuntu 18.04 LTS. I would recommend this to anyone looking
for a bullet-hell similar to Caves games. Technically this game is cutting edge for the genre, high resolution graphics and a nice
soundtrack, plenty of options too.. Instead of earning your decks while in game you can buy them at a small price. With this
downloadable content you can unlock this deck and use it at your discretion forever. This is a great thing to do but you might be
wasting your money if you already know that you can unlock the deck already in game while just playing. This purchase just
makes customizing decks easier and more convenient since you'll be unlocking the deck right away. I do suggest buying this
little shortcut if you are too lazy to earn it while in game or think you can't earn it while in game. If you plan to play online then
its a great idea to buy this downloadable content to make sure your not at a disadvantage while playing your opponents. To
unlock decks in game you have to beat certain players in the campaign which at times can be a challenge but very rewarding
since you unlock decks. This DLC deck unlock is there if you need it and if you know you don't then don't buy it and earn all
the decks while in game.. My kids normally finish a game within an hour or two. This is a game you sort of have to play from
start to finish in one sitting.. It's completely ridiculous, but so much fun. Basically this game ammounts to the hypothetical fights
in prehistory and mythology eg "Who would win: 4 T-Rexes with lasers vs 2 Dragons with a miniguns and shotguns?" This mode
eventually got old, but that's why there are challenges where you fight pre-made enemies with limited funds to use on your
army. The descriptions for challenges are often hillarious. Plus there is prehistoric soccer. However, I wasn't a huge fan of the
tower defense mode. Short, sweet, and worth the price for sure.. fun little game, but controls. oh maan. :D. 9\/10, because
psyonix should have allowed black primary paint for the bone shaker... I am not sure what i just played but i kinda liked it.....
even tho i i am crap at what ever i am doing in this game

Gameplay 1440p: https://youtu.be/aHJ1Jh_L-nA
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